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Durable, lightweight  
foam core is made of

expanded polystyrene (EPS)

Peachtree proprietary hard coat
provides a protective shell

offering superior impact resistance

Stucco Finish Texture is
100% aggregated acrylic

Schedule 40 steel pipe is inserted 
into the embedded PVC sleeves

in the structure on-site.              
Steel pipes are secured with 
an expanding foam product. 

Pour concrete foundation
to the depth as required 
by your local sign code.

The Anatomy of a                      Monument Sign

 Peachtree Standard Model # 11 
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Raised/Recessed Graphics

Half the cost of dimensional panels!

No messy adhesives!

Built into the sign - will never fall off!
 

Unmatched Durability

Peachtree City Foamcraft monuments offer durability second to none. 
They will NOT rot, rust, deteriorate, peel, crack or blister. 
Our exclusive PolyArmour Hardcoat is the toughest on the market, guaranteed.

    Call us today at 1.877.862.0840
to take the Hammer Test for yourself!

Grade

PVC Liner bonded into structure 

100% Wholesale to the Sign Industry

Easy to repair if unlikely damage occurs.
Lightweight - easy to transport, no need for heavy equipment.
Superior Durability - rot, weather and insect resistant finish.



Faux Brick & Stone AccentsFaux Brick & Stone Accents
Looking for the perfect finishing touch? Peachtree City Foamcraft’s diverse selection of sculpted brick
and stone accents are the perfect solution. All of our accents are original,  hand sculpted designs, not 
digitally printed replicas. You can rest easy, knowing your accent will not peel, delaminate or crack.  

Choose from one of our standard faux brick or stone accents, or have our in-house artists create a custom
faux stone or brick. Our accents will meet your clients specifications, while exceeding their expectations.  

Integrated LED
Message Centers

Architectural 
    Accents

Whether your project is a massive pole sign 
or a simple monument, Peachtree City Foamcraft 

possesses the experience and skills necessary 
to make your next monumental project 
a profitable and pleasant experience.  

Peachtree Monuments are the perfect partner
for Illuminated Cabinets, LED Message Centers,

Interchangeable Copy Boards and more.. 

Pole Signs

Thousands of stone & brick
   designs to choose from! 
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